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Check out p. 16 to see
if’your sweetheart
left you a Valentine!

ley State Ui

Las Vegas Excitement
Comes To GVSU
Elizabeth Paul
News Writer

At 10pm, the gamblingends and
the auction begins in the Crow’s
Nest With the chips you have
Las Vegas Night will be a night
accumulated throughout the night,
full of games, prizes and live
you will be able to bid on prizes at
entertainment
the auction.
This is a new adventure on
Prizes, which have been donated
Student Activities part to try and
by the community, range from
get students to have fun on campus
small trinkets, like albums or flash
during the weekend.
lights, to dinner on the town, or the
The night will begin Saturday,
grand prize, a dip for two to Las
February 11 at 7pm, with games
Vegas.
ranging from roulette to black jack. .
After the auction, at 11pm, “My
Their will even be pinball and pool
Dog Bob”, a band out of
tournaments in the game hatch.
Muskegon, begins their three hour
With you dollar entrance fee
set. “My Dog Bob” became a
you’ll receive 20 chips to begin
favorite of Grand Valley students
your winning. Additional chips
who frequented Millie’s Palm
can be bought throughout the
Beach Cafe in Grand Rapids. The
evening.
band has a modem beat and is easy
Faculty and staff members will
to dance to.
be running the tables and dealing
So come participate in the fun
the cards. It is a good opportunity
this Saturday at 7pm in the Kirkhof
for students and faculty to interact ’ Center. It is a great opportunity to
on an informal level and to realize
win some prizes and socialize with
campus life can be fun.
friends.

New Student Life Fee To Go
Before The Board Of Control
Tim Syrek
News Writer
A new fee that will add $45 per
sem ester in new fees to
undergraduates was presented to
the Student Senate last Thursday.
Undergraduates who take 12 or
more credit hours in a semester
will be assessed a $20 student life
fee at registration to help pay for
on-campus activities, events and
organizations, said Bart Merkle,
Dean of Students.
'
Degree-seeking undergrads will
also be charged a $25 registration
fee per semester, said Merkle.
The plan will go before the Board
of Control February 17, in the
Kirkhof Center.
Merkle said the student life fee
was an outgrowth of a Student
Senate plan which would have
assessed a $1 per credit hour fee to

fund campus activities.
He said the new fee proposed
was a natural evolution of the fee
presented to the Faculty and
Student Affairs Committee of the
Board of Control last year where
the idea was put on hold.
“What we are hoping to do is
develop a rich aray of co-curricular
opportunities to encourage the
growth of the fujl-time student,”
Merkle said.
The new fee would be paid by
the students most likely to use the
services, Merkle commented. The
old fee was not fair to part-time
and graduate students who do not
use the services offered.
“Nobody wants cost to go up,
but an increase funds for student
activities will make Grand Valley
a better place, said Merkle.
This will increase money
available for studentactivities from

$102,500 to 180,000. Another
$30,000 would go for staffers to
help run the program— $25,000
fora full-time position and $5,000
for student help. The remainder,
$8,500 would go into a reserve
fund.
Merkle estimated the student life
fee will be paid by 5,800 students,
who are undergraduates with more
than 12 credit hours.
Candice Cowling, Student
Senate President said that the fee
would generate between $250,000
and $280,000 for activities on
campus.
“The fee this year takes care of
students that commute by allowing
them to take advantage of new
expanded services with the funds,”
said Cowling.
Even with the increase, Grand
Valley will still rank 11th in price
out of the 15 state schools.

Police Beat
Pam Thompson
News Writer
On February 4, at 1:35am, a fight
broke out at the Alpha fraternity
Dance.
The dispute was between females
from Grand Valley, Davenport
College, and a Grand Rapids High
School.
The fight, consisting mainly of
pushing and shoving was broken up
by two Grand Valley police officers
who were on duty. The girls received
some minor injuries and no charges
are beine pressed.

Sophomore Sandy Fleming graciously donates blood to the Red Cross during their recent Blood Drive
Thursday at the Fieldhouse.
pho[Q by Danwn Smith

Donation Plans Are Underway
Pam Thompson
News Writer

Grand Valley Student Senate has
voted to take official action on
helping to get donations for
Allendale’s sister city in Illinois.
The Senate’s goal is to raise $5
million to help with the tornado
relief effort. The donation will he
given in check form in the name ol
the students of Grand Valley to
Allendale Township authorities.
The check will then be included
along with the rest of the donations
from Allendale, Michigan to go to
Allendale, Illinois.
“This money is not coming out
of allocations, it is coming from
the students,” said Brien Worrell,

head of the Student Senate Com
mittee of Allendale to Allendale.
Donations arc being taken in
different forms. White boxes will
be set up around campus in build
ings such as the library, commons
and possibly the R.A. tables in the
dorms.
There is already a donation box
at the information desk in the Kirk
hof Center.
Students may also, soon, be able
to buy coupons for SI that are good
for $1 off their purchase at partici
pating businesses. Blazing Scis
sors will be offering $1 off hair
cuts with a coupon.
McDonalds and Subway Sand
wich Shop have also agreed to
sponsor the event.

Student Senate is encouraging
other businesses to join. The cou
pons won’t be available for an
other couple weeks yet as
McDonalds and Subway must go
through theircorporations and print
the coupons.
The Greek Organizations are
also helping to sponsor this event
by means of a can drive.
According toJim Beelen,Treas
urer of Allendale, Michigan Town
ship Hall, the whole goal is $10
million.
As of last Thursday, they had
only collected $2500 - $3000, so
they are encouraging all students
to participate in the campus and
community fundraisers.

P ro p e rty D am age
Since last week Monday, there
have been seven car accidents on
campus. All the accidents were
property damage only, no personal
injuries took place.
The Department of Public Safety
expresses that before driving, they
wish everyone would brush off their
car, especially all windows. This
will help to avoid accidents.

V a le n t in e 's
Heneath the tide the fishes glide
Tin to fin and side to side
for fishy love has naui begun
Fishy love, finny fun

Me and you, you and him
Mim and fur, us and them
We keep score, love as war
Valentine's Vay

Taper moon, paper heart
T in f balloon, worfgoj art
A l Capone, Hugs ‘Moran
Valentine's Vay

I lost my teeth, / lost my hair
I lost my mind, you don ‘t care
Love is war, all is fair
On Valentine s Vay

'Bootleg gin, porgpie full
'Deui 'Drop Inn, dirty rat
‘Through the heart, Cupid s dart
Valentine s Vay
'Day to repay the one that you Love
gentlemen take ojj your hats as 1speak
thereoj
Just a brief breakfrom the push and the
shove
May wego ajew rounds without boring
gloves
Land your punch, l stand myground
We brcaff or lunch and a second round
We set them up, toe knoefthem down
Valentine s Vay________________

........... I T

Check for a secret
message in the:

Valentine

Personals
see page 16
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Obscene Sexual Survey

Campus Meetings

(CPS)* • Someone is passing
himself off as a University of
Arizona sociology student
conducting a sexuality survey by
phone, and then asking the female
UA students and alumni he
contacts obscene questions.
“There have been numerous
phone calls to us relaying this
proMeny tSUSnjTif we have a
student conducting a survey,” said
Sherry Enderle, a sociology
department administrator. ‘The
sociology department would not
condone such questions.”
Enderle
estim ates
the
department fielded at least lOcalls
from women complaining about
the fraudulent survey in recent
months. “It seems to really take
off at the beginning of the
semester,” she said.
One student said a man called

her in Octoberasking for help with
Wine Tasting
his sociology research project
West
M ichigan
Public
She said he asked a series of |
Broadcasting
will
host
its
first
wine
innocent questions that quickly
tasting
on
Thursday,
February
16
turned intrusive and obscene. In
at
7
p.m.
on
the
Grand
Rapids
January, he called again, offering
campus of Grand Valley State
$20 an hour for her participadon.
University at 301 West Fulton. A
“He’ll ask you a reasonable
fund-raiser for WGVU/WGVKquestion, then trick you” into
TV
and WGVU-FM, this event is
answ ering m ore lascivious
co-sponsored
by The Copy Center,
questions, she said.
Midwest
Bumper
Company and
After police told the woman they
Collision
Parts
Distributors.
couldn’t trace calls to her home
Over one hundred wines from
undl she received 30 to 40 prank
fifty
California and Michigan
calls, she changed her telephone
vintners
will be available for
number.
tasting.
In
addition, five local
Assistant Chief Harry Hueston
restaurants
are
offering individual
of the UA police department said
obscene phone call crimes are not
easy to sol ve because there is rarely
a suspect and no way to trace the
call once the viedm hangs up.
Barb Neumann
News Writer

Dropping Status

Students Are
Cutting Classes

Effective Friday, February 3rd
the Department of Public Safety
will be dropping the reserved status
in Lots D&E. No tickets will be
issued in these lots from Riday
6:00pm for reserved parking. This
will be in effect the remainder of
the semester unless notification is
received otherwise.
Visitors and those residents
assigned to the rear of Lot C will
be able to park closer to the
residence halls and living centers
on weekends.
All these vehicles must be
moved back to the rear of Lot C by
6:00pm on Sunday. Spaces must
be provided in Lots D&E for those
returning to campus on Sunday
evenings.

Dance Committee
The RHA Valentines Dance
Committee will meet bi-weekly
on Sundays at 8 p.m. in 202
Commons. The dance will be at
the Kirkhof Center on the
Promenade Deck February 18,
1989,9p.m. - 1a.m. If you have
any questions contact Carrie
Carleton at 895-5564 210 Weed.
The dance will have an admission
of $1.00 after 10 p.m.

Advertising Federation
The American Advertising
Federation will meet every
Wednesday, from 4-5 p.m. The
Federation will meet in the Bay
Room in the Kirkhof Center.
If you have any further questions
you can reach Kim Jeffrey at 8955576 Box 16 WeedCenterGVSU.

Resolving Senate Allocation Issue

• (CPS)--Ifa New Jersey campus
is typical, 78 percent of themation’s
college students regularly cut
classes each week.
In a poll of 200 Rutgers
University atNewadc students, the
Observer, the campus paper found
that almost eight of 10 collegians
skip classes.
Asked why they cut, students
said they were bored with the class
or the instructor, that they needed
to study for a different class, that
they were tired, could not find a
parking space, had to work, were
“drinking in the pub” or claimed to
have “better things to do”.

Think the Senate Allocations
funds went “zip” unwisely and
disproportionately? Have some
better ideas? If so, then Student
Senate Task Force wants to hear
from you.
AnadhocSenateActivitiesTask
Force (S.A.TE.) has been set up.
Its primary purpose is to provide
guidelines so that the Allocations
Committee itself can decide
whether to fund activities or not
S.A.TJ . reports to the Senate every
two weeks. It will present its final
report and recomm endations at the
March 2nd Senate meeting.
On December 1,1988, the Stu
dent Senate officially ran outof al
location funds. “This is nothing
new,” according toSA T .F . Chair,
Andrea BattjeS.

Mike Kasmauskis, Chair of the
Senate Allocations Committee,
added, “Running out of funds
simply proves the need for more
money. I feel that we did a good
job. We were able to allocate 73%
of what was requested. Every
student organization was informed
a about our first come/first serve
policy.”
All allocation requests must be
evaluated and be in compliance
with the purposes and restrictions
set forth in the procedures of the
Senate Allocating Committee and
University policies.
Funding may be denied because
an activity will not be of interest to
a sufficiently large number of stu
dents to warrant the expenditure
proposed.
Prior to its dissolution, the Stu
dent Activities Committee evalu
ated the allocation requests. The

requests then were passed on to
the Allocations Committee.
“But,” commented Baujes, “this
just wasted time. The Senate
decided to streamline the proce
dure. We also wish to take more
fully into account how differing
segments of the student body want
the funds to be spent.”
Almost 50% of the 1988-89
Senate Allocations Budget went
to the Program Board, which pres
ents programs mainly of interest
to resident students. Battjes agrees
that this may be unfair to com
muter students.
Although comprised chiefly of
Senate members, the Task Force
is.actively seeking input from all
the students. S.A.T.F. meets at
4:00 p.m, Thursdays in the Cove.
Battjes is sending letters to all
student organizations requesting
representation at three meetings.

1 0 2 5 5 -9 5 42nd Avenue
Allendale, Ml 49401
(6 1 6 )8 9 5 -6 6 7 8

FALL RENTAL INFORMATION
*New tenant sign-ups will begin at 9am, March 16th, 1989 at the swim
ming pool office. An initial $115.00 deposit is required.
*CAMPUS VIEW Apartments is now leasing for next fall for CAMPUS VIEW ten
ants. RETURNING students may sign up prior to March 3rd, 1989 by contacting
apartment management.
r ------------ -

-—— —

—

------------- ■- -

•Studio, one bedroom and two bedroom floor plans offered for one to six people.
•Fully furnished, including drapes, sofa or loveseat, end tableland lamps, twin beds, desks,
chairs, chest/dresser
•Quiet buildings provided.

For more

,

inform
ation c a l l (6 1 6 )
b e tw e e n 1 - 5pm
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the Lanthorn
The Lanthorn Letters Section

the Question:

My
Turn
What question would you like to see on the
Your Turn to Speak Out

Opinion Poll?

Abortion: What's the Real
Issue?
Dear Editor,

Bonnie Rose
| So. PT
“How do you ihink the mild
winter and the low precipitation
affect the agriculture in the
comming spring?”

Jene Haberm an
Sr. Facilities M anagment
“What are student reactions to
the campus moving downtown?”

Octavio Aguilar
So. M arketing
“Why doesn’t Grand Valley
promote more for international
students? Most don’t even no
that it is here.”

Chris Brailey doesn’t like hearing women who abort their babies
called "murderers’’, "killers" etc. She and all your readers need to
weigh the real issue. That issue is, is the unborn only a parasite-a
mass of tissue that the mother can do with as she pleases? Or is the
unborn a person? If abortion is snuffing out the life of an innocent
person then it is proper and right to call it murder.
Every woman on this campus who has murdered their baby is
guilty. Likewise every whoremonger on this campus who has
fathered a baby that has been aborted is a murderer. Calling the crime
by another name will not erase the guilt. In Nazi Germany the trip to
the concentration camp was politely called "relocation." Calling the
holocaust by another name did not make it less evil.
To call sin, sin is merciful. So doing points to your need of
forgiveness. And we can happily say that forgiveness is available
through the blood of Jesus Christ the Lord.
The abortionist tells you the cruel lie that you have done nothing
wrong, and nothing that needs forgiveness. In fact they tell you
abortion is a noble, heroic act. God says different, and your own heart
says different.
John & Ann Bjorlie

A Dean's List Thanks
Dear Editor,

Marcos Cersosimo
Jr. Com puter Science
“What kind of social life can you
have without alcohol and being so
busy with classes?”

Mike Kirtley
So. M arketing
“Why can’t we walk on the ice? I
say someone do it just the other
day. Another thing: Are there fish
in that pond?”

Eric Knapp
So. English
“How about resuming classes on
Wensday like we used to, instead
of Monday?”

I Have been a student at Grand Valley for the past five consecutive
semesters, since the summer of 1987. It has not, by any means, been
easy" but I have maintained my placement on the Dean's List
throughout all five semesters. This is the first time, to the best of
my memory, that The Lanthorn has published this list. And I, for
one, would like to say "thank you."
Students who are placed on the Dean's List have worked long and
hard to acheive acedemic excellence. These students should, at least,
be recognized for their success and accomplishment Through having
one's name printed in the school paper may seem trivial to some,
others may see it as some small incentive to strive for excellence in
their own studies. The publication of the list is a small ' pat on the
back," but it is a "pat" nevertheless.
I don't work so hard to get high grades just so I'll see my name in
print but it is nice-after two-and-a-half years-to finally hear someone
say, "Hey, you've done a fine job," and, "Congratulations."
Thanks, Lanthorn, for this and for the many other improvements
you have made this year.
Terri E. Scherer
Sr7English(Ed.)

Greeks Want Respect
Dear Editor,
To be Greek or not to be Greek, that is the question. There is a
very fine line that is rarely crossed between the Greeks and the nonGreeks on this campus due to the simple fact that we have all learned
to respect one another's sense of individuality.
However, every once in a while an incident occurs which questions
the moral integrity of one of these two groups. This time the Greeks
have been attacked.
There appears to be no motive for this attack other than mindless
and malicious destruction of public property on the part of the nonGreeks. So what is the reason? If the Greeks in some way provoked
the non-Greek students in any way, shape, or form, I am sure the
parties involved would rather sit down and talk things over instead of
letting violence dictate their actions.
The incident in question is the vandalism done to the Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity house last week. In the front of the yard sits a very large
rock, larger than the rock that sits on campus. Early last week the
rock was painted by persons unknown. The only mark left was a
simple "GDI" painted across the face of this rock.
It seems to me that if the Pi Kapps want to paint the rock they
could do it themselves. So the question remains, why?
The Greek orginazations have done nothing this year to deserve
such an attack. They have, in no way embarrassed the school in any
way. Why would the Mayor of Grand Rapids or the President of the
University join some of these Greek orginazations unless they
See LL ITERS, p 5
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Pie Caper

LETTERS
From p. 3
________________________________________
thought that all that they were capable of doing were good things?
Why?
The Greek system on this campus is growing rapidly. Within one
year, two sororities that were originally local, Delta Alpha Gamma
and Chi Omega Delta, have become national sororities, Alpha
Omicron Pi and Delta Zeta respectively. The Greeks from GVSU
want nothing more then to be the best that they can possibly be, and
in the process make their school proud of them.
So from one Greeks' perspective, I think that it would be in the
Non-Greek students best interest to at least not treat us with
contempt, and we in return shall give the same.
Rob BennetLPi Kappa Phi

The Questionable Question
Dear Editor
In reference to your question to Grand Valley students on page three
of the January 18th issue of the Lanthorn "can you think of any good
reason these metal strips pictured are still on these doors?" That was
possibly the worst the Grand Valley Lanthorn staff has ever put in
our newspaper. Do you really think that GVSU students can't think
about any other newsworthy event than why metal strips are on a set
of doors? who cares?! The Grand Valley paper has once again hit a
new low. The Lanthorn editor and staff should take some CJR
(journalism-ed.) classes before they represent our school in print
That week was not a slow news week, but once again the Lanthorn
was a slow newspaper. If you have to invent news at least make it a
little interesting.
Jeff Meyers
T ' — 7:r r " r i r -----W
Thanksfo r the letter. Before you conclude that we’re ail lacking in
CJR taste and standards, let me fess up. With the exception o f this
week's Question , they've all been mine. (This week's was inspired by
you.)
I ’ve always tried to pick topics that are o f interest to the campus,
avoiding general wish list queries, such as "Do you think Libya is
bad?", or "What can we do about those pesky Soviets?"
In between people getting knocked over in the crosswalks and the
healed debate over vending 50 cent latex tubes, I also watch the little
things, the little peevish things.
Lots o f people laughed at the Question in the I8th’s edition. Yet,
when I asked, everyone remembered at least one instance o f
pullinglpushing the "wrong" door and either feeling the initial stages
of

do’ffff^rtSf^V&tfyi^emdn^enhrfrtfa'Who' cdf&ert)?
Sure, it was a silly question. It's’a silly situation. And yet, within
one day o f that Question appearing in the Lanthorn, signs were posted
on each o f the offending doors indicating which is the "safe" one to
open. I'd still rather see the strips gone, but the ways o f Physical
Plant are mysterious...
Jeff, you're rig h t- in terms o f news, that question merited an "F".
But in terms o f results, I 'd have to give it a 4 .0 .
Stu

Kenneth R. Venderbush Student Leadershi p
Award Nominations
^■Nominations for the Kenneth R. Venderbush Student
Leadership Award are due in the Dean of Students
Office (209 Kirkhof Center) no later than 5:00 p.m.,
Wednesday, March 1,1989. The Kenneth R. Ven
derbush Student Leadership Award will be presented
to a senior at the Awards banquet on Wednesday,
April 12.
Candidates must meet the following criteria: (1) be a
full-time enrolled senior (12 semester hours) during
winter semester; (2) demonstrate significant contri
butions to student life, committee involvement, stu
dent organization/residence hall/athletic leadership
and participation; and should be in good academic
standing. Academics should be balanced with extra
curricular involvement and should reflect a solid
performance by the individual.

THE
LANTHORN
GRAND
VALLEY
STATE
UNIVERSITY

(CPS)~Baylor Univarsity's Pie
Man, or someone just like him,
has returned.
A long-haired man recently
barged into a business class, ran
up to student Jim Wyatt, and hit
him in the face with a pie.
"I was just sitting in class
looking at my notes when I heard
this guy say 'hey,' and then I
looked up into a pie," Wyatt
recalled.
When Wyatt left class to clean
up, he was pied again in the
restroom.
M eanw hile, back in the
classroom, the Pie Man stuck his
head into the room and yelled
"Hey, Gina, you're next" to
another student, Prof. Leslie
Rasner reported.
In a scene out o f a TV cop
show, several class members
bolted up to chase the assailant.
One student, Steve Spoonemore,
managed to jum p into the Pie
M an’s g etaw ay c a r, bu t
eventually had to roll out o f it
while it was moving.
The Pie Man and a women
com panion in the car w ere
screaming at him and hitting
him, Spoonemore said.
It wasn't the first time habitues
of the Waco, Texas, campus had
been pied this school year.
Several students and professors
were pied in class during first
semester, but Baylor spokesman
Dr. James Baker reports that the
first semester Pie Man has been
apprehended and punished through
normal disciplinary channels.
The pie massacre in Rasner’s
class, he concluded, had to be the
work of different people.
Pie attacks were common on
many campuses in the early
eighties, when the weapon of
choice seemed to be cream or
berry pies.
P rofessors at
Michigan State University and
the University o f Colorado were
victimized, as was the dean of
students at the University of

Benefit Concert
For Humanity
Grand Rapids Musicians for clarinet; Martha Bowman, bassoon;
Nuclear Disarmament will present and Robert Danforth, French horn.
Eight members of the Chamber
works by Shostakovich, Vivaldi,
Choir
are presenting “Mass for Four
Ravel and Byrd in the Institute for
Global Education’s Seventh Annual Voices” by William Byrd. The
Benefit Concertfor Humanity, to be performers are Steven H. Bamum,
held Sunday evening, March 5, Betsy Kettle, Noralee Carrier Potts,
William E. Potts, John Scheid, Jackie
Ladies Literary Gub.
Musicians performing in the Sides, Stephanie Wiltse, and Richard
concert are members of the Grand Wiltse.
Proceeds from the conceit will
Rapids Symphony and the Chamber
benefit the Institute for Global
Choir of Grand Rapids.
“String Quartet No. 3” by Dmitri Education’s work on peace issues.
Shostakovich will be performed by The group’s projects include
violinists Frank Powdermaker and disarmament presentations in Grand
Cynthia Burger, cellist Robert Rapids high schools, the “No War
Madura, and Leslie VanBecke-r, Toys for Children” project and
efforts to end injustices in Central
viola.
Presenting Antonio Vivaldi's America, South Africa, the Middle
“Concerto in A Minor” for Piccolo, East and other areas.
IGE maintains a resource center
Strings and Basso Continuo will be
violinists David Pruden and'Diane o f films, videos, slide shows,
M cElfish,
cellist
Steven literature and journals for use by
VanRavenswaay, violist Nancy individuals, churches, schools and
Yagiela, bassist Peter Spring, groups interested in peace and justice
harpsichordist Deborah Gross, and -issues?—--------------- -1'— - — * The concert will be held at the
Judith Kemph, piccolo.
Principal woodwind players from Ladies Literary Club, 61 Sheldon
the Symphony are performing Blvd.S.E., Grand Rapids at 7:00pm,
Maurice Ravel’s “Le Tombeau de March 5.
The cost for tickets will be from
Couperin,” transcribed by Mason
Jones.
The musicians include $5-$10 and can be purchased from
Christopher Kantner, flute; Yvonne the Institute for Global Education,
Powers, oboe; Scott Anderson, 451 Ethel S.E..G.R.

Wisconsin at Madison.
Celebrities visting in those
days had to be careful, too.
William F. Buckley, New York
S en .
D a n ie l
M o y n ih a n ,
anti-abortionist Phyllis Schfaley,
former Ohio Gov. James Rhodes,
W atergate conspirators
E.
Howard Hunt and G. Gordon
Liddy, artist Andy W arhol,
anti-gay rights activist and singer
Anita Bryant and former CIA
Director William Colby all were
pied at various schools during the
period.
*

We’ve Got
The Best
ASA Rating!
Film • C am eras • Q uality Photo Finishing
Darkroom Supplies • A /V Equipm ent
K now ledge and Experience.

ARDEN'S
PHOTO*MART/AUDIOVISUAL. INC.

R eactions to Baylor's pie
revival varied.
Original victim Wyatt laughed
it off, noting "It tasted pretty
good."
Yet Gina Gee, the second
student threatened during the
incident, was "really upset."
T eacher R asner was not
amused. "If I had a deadly
weapon, I would use it in my
defense. It is embarrassing. It is
degrading. This just should not
go on in a university. It is past a
joke.”

VAN’S
TROPHY SHOP
FOR ALL YOUR AWARD
AND ENGRAVING NEEDS
INCLUDING:
TROPHIES
/

PLAQUES
MEDALS
RIBBONS

CERTIFICATES
7649 RIVERVIEW DR.
RIVERVIEW PLAZA
^ENTSONt ML 4942B

1000 W. FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 49504 • (616) 456-7881

E d ito r In C hief............ Eric C. Nietling
F eatu res E d ito r............. Stuart Mackenzie
S p o rts E d ito r.....................Sarah Stinson
News E d ito r............. Ann Marie Meldrum
P h o to g rap h ic E d ito r........ Julie Edinger
A dvertising M am ager.....Laura Robinson
B u sin ess M a n a g e r...S ta c ie S chneider
O ffice M a n a g e r...................... Lora Lamb
D istrib u tio n M a n a g e r........... Rex Thelen
A d v is o r................................... L illian Sigal

457-2540
The Lanthorn is a student- run weekly publication. The majority of
its revenues are raised through the sale of advertising. The opinions
expressed in The U nthorn do not necessarily reflect those of Grand Valley
State University.
The Lanthorn's deadline for all ad material is 5 p.m. THURSDAY.
THe Lanthorn conducts business at the Kirkhof Center, Main
Campus, Allendale Michigan 49401. Phone: (616) 8 9 5 - 3 1 Subscripts"
to The Lanthorn are available for $12 per school year. Make all checks
payable to "The Lanthom-GVSU\"
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Looting fo r in

pqn-n J to the Labs? The answer is

The
Weekly
Crnsswnrd
Puzzle

the Lanthorn Offices and pick up your own

u

T ired of a:\difficult\tedious.ibm ?

Join the point-and-click generation and find out just how easy
computing can be.
The Lanthorn is selling 3 Macintosh model 512K computers. Each
“M computer is in full working order, featuring .5 million bytes of
memory, two disk drives totalling 1.2 million bytes of storage,
Screen and keyboard, and a full complement of word processing and
art software. These are the real things. If you want to join those who
have made the Mac decision, like Steelcase and H om an Miller, stop
w
by the Lanthorn offices before Monday noon. Price is $600, and
includes MacWrite with spell checker, MacDraw, over 20 printer
fonts, operating system software, assorted games, and all cables.
1Printer not included.

00 Cry of cow
H W ig tr
62 Zodiac sign

Oi

x>
r*
a>

63 SMtch
25 Titio of raopacf
29 Spanish article

JU nCnOVBl®
32 Epic aaa tala
33 Gratuity
35 Lavishes
fondasson
37 Fall behind
38 Short jacket
40 Harvests

i i

I Bm

1 Fondle
2 Ventilate
3 Fragment
4 Revolved

10 Devoured
11 Crimson
16 Scorch
18 Macaws
20 Choir voice
22 Hinder
23 Choice part
24 Mediterranean

7 Goddess of
discord
8 Capital of

gathering
org.
6 Spread for
drying

Oregon
9 Groin

26
27
28
31

Pigeon pea
Trumpeter bird
Enchantment
Has on one’s
person
34 Parent: colloq.
38 Dashes
39 Tidy
41 Surfeit
44 South American
animal
46 Abounds
48 Genua of
maples
50 Engineer's
compartment
51 Be in debt
52 Seine
53 Prefix: three
55 Female deer
58 Seed
59 That is: abbr.

Spring Play Tryouts Announced
The
GVSU
School
of
C om m unications is holding
auditions for parts in the Spring
play, The Marriage o f Bette and
Boo.
Roles are available for 5 men and
5 women. The play, by
contem porary__ p la y w right
Christopher Durang, is a comedy
about marriage and family life in
modem times.
Audition dates are February 13,

t
Pat* 5

14, and 15 from 6 to 8 p.m. in the
Media Studio, Kirkhof, located
im m ediately adjacent to the
Lanthorn offices.
Rehearsals will not conflict with
STAGE one-acts schedules, and will
not conflict with Spring Break.
Rehearsal during Easter weekend
will be required.
Performance dates for the show
are March 30,31, and April 1,6,7,
and 8.

Scripts are available for study
from room 214 Lake Superior H all
Also, the Ladies’ Literary Club
of Grand Rapids is holding tryouts
for parts in The Schoolfo r Wives, by
Moliere. Parts offered are for 1
woman, 18-30years, 1 woman,304years, and 7 men 20-60 years old.
Auditions will be held at 7 p.m.
February 22,23, and 24 at the LLC
clubhouse at 61 Sheldon Blvd SE.
The show will be performed in April

r
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DOUGLAS
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Suburbia.

2600
Seventh

UN

U N IT E D
M E T H O D IS T
CHURCH

He's a man of peace
in a savage land...

H___

Grand

Rapids
11AH

45&J693

Send Us Packing!
Shipping gifts and packages? Relax! W e pack them for you,
then snip the safest pnd most
me economical
way. Special packaging is
^
available for delicate parcels.
0
So send us packing! Discover

Express Postal Centers'

jSe%

full range of postal,
packaging, and
communication services.

■ I 'l

* 4333 Loli. Michigan Dr N.W.
I i l i a ■■
(Standul* Villaga Mall)
StondoM

791-9500
Services that
save you time!

M-F 9 6
SAT 91

Research Careers
M olecular and Cellular Physiology
The Department of Physiology, Wayne
State University School of Medicine,
has several NIH-supported fellowship
and assistantship programs leading
toward advanced degrees and career
opportunities in biomedical research
and teaching. The one year initial
payment for most of our fellowship
programs is about $11,500 plus tuition
and medical insurance. Special
consideration will be given to students
majoring in the biological sciences,
chemistry, physics, and/or psychology.

A com edy about one nice guy w ho got pushed too far.

IMAGN:ENTERTAIMNT«bm5*R0LLINS-M0RRA-BREZNER moouacN *J0E CANTEm*
THE HUBS' BRUCEDBNCARRIERSHER RKX DUCQMMUN*«>COREYFELDMAN "’"GCANAOLSEN
"TORY GOLDSMITH S M JAMESHSPENCER
ROBERTSTEVENS
DANA OLSEN
JOE DANTE

3!tt$8!Hf ^lARRTBREZNBUMICHAaFINNELL

Wayne Stale University

c ..

For m ore information, write to:
The Lanthorn has a limited number of passes to give away for the special advanced
screening of Universal Pictures' new comedy "The 'Burbs". Each pass will admit two at
Studio 28 on W ednesday, Feb. 15 for the 8:15pm advanced showing. Pick
up your pass between 9am and 5pm on Thursday or Friday at the Lanthorn office. No
phone reservations. First come, first serve.
,,
.

G raduate O fficer, Department o f Physiology
W ayne State University, School o f M edicine
Scott H ail, 540 E. Canfield
D etroit, M I 48201
a a /E O E
-
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Critical
Focus
Critical

The
January
Man

in

tn

By Andrew K ar

ttiizztitiiizzfiP
W anted: S c rip tw rite r fo r
movie about crazed serial killer.
No experience necessary.
Apparently it’s not too tough to
get work in Hollywood.
TheJanuaryMan features Kevin
detective named Nick Starkey who
is asked back to the force by his
brother Frank (Harvey Keitel), the
police commissioner. He wants
Nick to solve a series of murders.
But Nick remembers that Frank
let him take the fall in a corruption
investigation several years ago.
On topof that, Frank stoleNick’s
girl (S usan S arandon), a
marvelously bitchy character. I
found myself asking, "So if Nick’s
the hero, how come Frank’s doing
so well?”
But that’s not the biggest stretch
of logic in this latest Norman
Jewison (Moonstruck) film. If Ted
Bundy had used the bad guy’s
“victim selection system” he’d
never have had time to kill anyone,
spending all his time on research.
Watching this strange excuse
for movie police work parade
across the screen, I came to the

By Kristoffer Gair
***Poison: Open up and S ay..
. Ahh!
The first time I saw this group 1
thought, “Oh boy, another wild
female group!” Then I heard their
voices and, much to my surprise,
discovered they were men. They
only dressed like women.
But, Poison has come along in
their music and it shows in Open.
They have maintained their harder
than rock appeal, but at the same
limp mpHp. thpir music heller The
first single, "Nothin' But a Good
Time." isokay.but "FallenAngel"
and the ballad "Every Rose Has its
Thorn" show more of what
direction Poison is moving
towards. On the whole, this album
is more organized, better sounding
and much more fun to listen to.
The next album should tell us if
they can keep up the progress or
geteaten by the dogs and dragged
in by the cat.
****Andy Taylor: Thunder
Now that Duran Duran is being

conclusion that the only real
psycho present was whoever
thought this up.
“Murder, corruption, comedy.
What a way to start off the year!”
From ads like that I should have
realized that this filnTwas in
trouble. A movie has to be very,
very good to maintain continuity
with that many plot lines.
Unfortunately this film is not good
enough to do it. With a few
exceptions, this movie has to be
dismissed as a tiresome attempt to
be too many movies at once.
Nevertheless, some o f the
performances are enjoyable. Alan
Rickman, whose portrayal of Hans
Gruber in last summer’sZJ/e Hard
makes Darth Vader look like Teddy
Ruxpin, is funny as Nick’s weird
neighbor. And Kline does well as
Nick, although the character is both
the best and worst developed in
the film. How does Kline do it? As
far as I could tell, he said to hell
with the script, and just played
himself, brilliant and quirky.
The January Man is rated PG13 and is playing at Studio 28.

fi Jt l/
taken seriously again, people have
been w ondering what has
happened to the missing ex
members.
In 1986, Andy Taylor, the former
guitarist, teamed up with former
Sex Pistol, Steve Jones, and cut a
few tracks. They went on the
soundtrack to American Anthem
and produced the hit "Take it
Easy."
In 1987, a low-key solo album
was released, once again with Steve
_ Jones, galled Thunder. How does
it fare?' Fantastic! Taylor may
have not been lead vocals with
Duran Duran, but the man can
sing. The album remains consistent
by flaunting the many guitar styles
of Taylor. From the fast and furious
7 Might Lie," the overwhelming
"Trembling," to the ballads "life
Goes On" and”Broken Window."
Each track is different and
p le a sin g to the ears. W itha little..
more publicity, Andy T ay lor could
go very far in his guitar career. For
now we’ll have to settle for mere'
greatness.

Spotlight
on the
Footlights

The Other

By Andrew K ar
Features Writer

This w eek, the Student
Technicians and Actors Guild for
Entertainment (STAGE) will be
presenting An Evening ofO ne- Act
Plays at the Louis Armstrong
Theater. This presentation is
completely student-produced, and
as such it is the first of its kind at
Grand Valley.
“W e’ve spent about $150 on
lumber (for sets), and we’U be
spending $200 on programs, and
we’re going to have an opening
night reception, which will cost us
about $100, so were looking at a
round total of $450,” said Mary
Kate Barley, President of STAGE,
With no funding from the
Student Senate, STAGE appealed
directly
to
the
student
organizations. OnlyPiKappa^hi,
the Greek letter organization,
responded with a donation.
“(These plays) are studentwritten, student-produced, and
student-directed, and so we needed
student support,” said Barley.
“This is the first time a theater club
has been together and did their
own shows, outside of the theater
program here.”
Chris Farley, a film and video
major, feels the opportunity this
organization provides is important.
“I kind of stayed away from theater
classes, because it was not really
required for my major. But, I had
an ideafor a play I wanted to do, so
I got involved in some classes.”
Through these classes, Chris met
some people in STAGE and
submitted his play, “Poetic
Hearts,” for consideration along
with several others.
The plays were selected by
Professors Roger Ellis and Laura
Salazaar, and recommended to the
group, who made the final deci
sion. Chris finds that directing
and writing for the stage presents
an interesting challenge for him,
because of his major. “1had to cut
out several scenes in m ine because
they depended on close-up expres
sions and moments, but if those
linger on stage the audience falls
asleep.”
Two of the plays have romance
as their theme. Tracy Byington, a
sophomore theater major who
wrote and directed “Once Upon a
Fairy Tale,” said her play sort of
wrote itself. “Basically, I just
started writing and it just came
out.” Byington was a member of
the chorus in Pippin and an extra
in The Rivals, butshe finds
directing to be more fulfilling.
“When you ’re an actor, youhave
to worry about yourself and hovt
you relate to the other actors,”
See STAGE, p.10

Army.
Be all that you can be.
The other day some joker
thought it would be funny to sign
me up. I got the call about 3:30
a.m. on a Saturday night
“W e’re shipping out at 0400
hours.”
'W ell,don’tforget to write when
you get work,” I retorted before
hanging up the phone.
Within seconds thephoneagain.
“This is S g t Ticks, soldier. We
want you over here, in uniform, at
0400 hours."
G roggily, I checked the
newspaper to see if they had
revived the drjft while I was in the
sack. Satisfied, I got back on the
phone.
“Sorry, Sarge, but I’d sooner
lock myself in a prison cell with a
girlfriend named ‘Big AT”. I hung
up the pHone again, chuckling to
myself. Blissfully, I fell back asleep
andbarely noticed whenthekhaki-.
clad brutes tore my door down.
“We want you!!” they said in
martial chorus.
I had a bunch of snappy oneliners to that, but decided to remain
silent
“Soldier!” boomed one whom I
assumed to be the leader. “What is
the
m eaning
of
this
insubordination?”
“It’s like I said, Popey e, I already
got a set of GI Joe’s in the closet”
His face turned the color of
orange marmalade and I began to
get the feeling I had made a terrible
mistake.
-------------------—“Get him!" Sarge ordered.
Desperately I tried to dial 911,
but the soldier buffeted me into
unconsciousness. When I awoke I
was laying face down in the back
of a cargo truck. I turned over and
saw the frightening hulk of the
captain looming over me.
“Look,” I began, “there must be

some kinda mistake here.”
“Silence! W e’ll show you how
to treat a sergeant!”
Since reason proved ineffective
I tried another approach. I cried. I
bawled andbawtad,but to no avail.
Now the sergeant not only thought
I was a sissy, but a sissy crybaby.-----So I switched tactics and
complained bitterly about an
unbearable abdominal pain.
“Perhaps a few swift kicks to the
stom ach w ill ease your
discomfort,” he suggested.
Finally I decided to just get used
to the whole idea. After all, those
guys on Hogan’s Heroes always
seemed to have a good time. Just
as long as nobody tried any of that
Platoon crap I should be alright.
All wrong.
When Sarge kicked me out of
the’back of the truck I was forced
into exercising. Okay, I thought,
ten jumping jacks and then I’ll hit
the showers.
“Keep going, soldier,” said mean fei.
little men wearing lots of stripes »
and medals.
I decided enough was enough
and ran away.
Within minutes I was being frog
marched off to the brig. Large
cadets threw me into a cell and
called back, “See you in twenty
years!”
I decided to meet my cellmate.
“Hello,” he cooed in response to
my greeting. “My name is Big
Al.”
“Auughrahhh!!” I explained.
Countless sleepless days later, a
soldier came and handed me a slip
of paper.
“There’s beena mistake. You’re
free to go.”
“Thanks Gomer, when my
lawyer calls in the morning tell
him about all the good times we
had...”

H o o ts an d H o llers
Feb. 18, 10 p,m.

Feb. 20, 10 p.m.

John Mayall’s
Bluesbreakers
Legendary Blues performer with
one of his hottest bands.
St. Andrew’s Hall
431 E. Congress
Detroit
$12.50 advance

Toots and the Maytals
The last remaining reggae band
from the days of Marley and the
"Harder They Come" era.
Nectarione Ballroom
510E. Liberty
Ann Arbor
$12.50 advance

Feb 19, 7 p.m.

Feb. 22, 8 p.m.

Bruce Hornsby and
the Range
The" way it is" man returns to play
it again with Scenes from the
Southside.
Wharton Center’s Great Hall
Lansing
$17.50 advance/Ticketmaster

Sam Kinison
The ex-minister who makes
Harpies sound like the Bangles,
with a wardrohe only a baglady
could love.
MSU Auditorium
Lansing
$16.50 advance/Ticketmaster
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Black Art,
Black History

'

In celebration of Black History Awareness
Month, the Grand Rapids Art Museum
presents “A Collage of Cultural Ties,” a
Family Fun Day, on February 19, from 2 to
4 p.m.
Featured will be Randy Brown, local poet
and artist. Brown will present material
focusing on living Black American poets
including Dudley Randall, Gwendolyn
Brooks, and Nikki Giovanni. Brown will also
provide an historical perspective on Black
poetry, and read some of his own work.
Cedric Ward, the founder of the acclaimed
Robeson Players will lead a discussion of the
importance of art and its relationship to family
units.
The Family Fun Day concludes with Steve
Sulainis of Aquinas College offering an
overview o f jazz from 1868 to the present.
Music will be live and on tape. Audience
participation will be encouraged.
Reservations are required by February 17
for the $3 event. Phone 459-4677 to reserve
your spot.

PUZZLE SOLUTION

Two o f the fiv e members o f the PinPoints troupe performing "1001 Black Inventions", performed last Friday
Colder. The play highlights issues and answers provided to American society by its Black population. The
performance was sponsored by GVSU's Black Student Union.
Photos by Damon

ADMISSION IS $ 1.00

LAS
liiT I
Februray 11, 1989
7:00 pm-2:00 am
KIRKHOF CENTER

M ONEY WHEEL
DIRTY QUEENS
ROULETTE
BLACK JACK

11:00 pm “M Y D O G BOB
ONLY A BUCK!!

II

"""" " ...................... ..

Focus on
Gretchen
Garner

1
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Photo by Wendy Jo Carlton

The Grand Rapids Art Museum
opens a display o f the work of
G V SU A ssociate P rofessor
Gretchen Gamer on February 17.
Critic Carole Harmel once wrote
of Gamer’s work, "Gretchen
Gamer has a passion for the things
o f this world.” Gamer now directs
the passion o f her work
landscapes, 58 o f which will
featured in the exhibit
D avid E llio t, c ritic , has
commented that Gamer’s work is,
“sensually dramatic even when it
is most plainly ordered by
classical eye."
Gamer’s work has previously
been exhibited in Illinois, New
“ Mexico, M assachusetts, New
York, Colorado, Minnesota, and
North Dakota.
The exhibition opens with a
reception February 16 from 6 to
8p.m. at the Art Museum. The
exhibit is being supported by a
grant from GVSU. Admission on
Thursday and Friday is $1. All
other days’ admission is free,
thanks to grants from area
b u sin esses.^:'
For more information, or to
reserve a place at the reception,
call the Grand Rapids Art Museum
at 459-4677.

Selection by Paula Sarvis
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O rganization
The Student Senate, along with student
and administrative bodies, have established
an organization that will allow the voices of
participating student organizations and the
student body to be heard.
The organization is the Student
Organization Round Table (SORT) and is in
its second year. The purpose of SORT is to
establish a meeting place between various
student groups and organizations so that
questions and concerns may be addressed.
In order for your group to participate, you
must send two members from your
organization, one of which must be an
officer, to be representatives in SORT.
Besides the two delegates from each
organization, the committee will consist of
four Senate members, with the vice
president of Appointments chairing the
meeting.

Round
Table
Date: February 9 ,1 9 8 9
Place: Crow's Nest - Kirkhof Center
Time: 4:30 pm
* Invitations will be placed in all registered student
organization mailboxes.
* Pizza and pop will be served.
* Information regarding the Senate Activities Task Force will
be offered.
* Budgeting concerns will be discussed by Allocations
Chairperson.
1
Sponsored by Student Senate

I
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W ork W ork W ork W ork
What is an internship? A work experience
for which a student earns academic credit
Beyond that, here’s a quick rundown.
An internship:
1. Is part-time or full-time.
2. Is paid or unpaid.
3. Often offers flexible hours.
4. Exposes the participant to a
work environment related to
his/her major.
5. May include use of a car or
car expenses.
6. May involve travel, even
_ v.
paid expenses.
;
^
Consider this opportunity. Afederal office
in Grand Rapids is looking for a summer
intern to help administer and evaluate food
programs for the needy. The qualifications
are as follows: MPA or PA student or
related major able to do some overnight
travel within Michigan’s lower peninsula
'state car provided), able to take 1-2 weeks
ormal training in Chicago probably in May,
expenses paid by the employer. Hours will
be part-time (20/week) in May and

September and full-time in June-August
This position will pay at the GS-4 level of
approximately $6.75 per hour.
Anyone interested in this position should
contact Ginger Lange in the Cooperative
Education and Placement Office, 105
Commons, 895-3311.
Completing an internship in your field
may greatly enhance your employability
upon graduation. Some academic areas
suchas nursing,physical therapy, education,
social work and engineering require a coop
or field placement and these experiences are
built directly into the program. In most
other Grand Valley majors, a cooperative
education or internship option is available,
although often not required.
Check the catalogue; this option usually
appears as a 490course, or ask your advisor.
Most internships must be arranged early
during tbesemesterpriortoenrolling. Don’t
wait any longer if a summer experience is of
interest to you. Stop by Cooperative
Education and Placement and initiate an
application.

Band's Best
Sixteen Grand Valley music students
participated in 'th e 1989 Michigan
Intercollegiate Honor Band that was held at
Calvin College on Saturday, February 4,
1989.
The 100 member ensemble was first
founded in 1972 and is a composite of
musicians from ten Michigan colleges and
universities offering those players a
performance opportunity not available at
~the individual schools.
Jay Bocook, nationally known composer
and arranger from Furman University in
Greenville, South Carolina, served as guest
conductor and led the group in rehearsals
during the day and culminated with a public
concert Saturday night
The sixteen Grand Valley musicians that
participated in the ensemble were: Elizabeth
Zimmerman, flute; Bonje’ Tuinstra, oboe;
Debbie DeJohn and Dina Mobley, clarinet;
Lisa Stockwell, bassoon; Jeff Sleeper, alto
saxophone; Jim Bosma, tenor saxophone;
Sam Mcllhagga, trumpet; Bethany Henry,
French horn; Don Andersen and David Dee,
trombone; Ann Kroll and Elizabeth Young,
euphonium; Andy Hall, tuba; Matt
Adrianson and Terry Haaksma, percussion.

From p.7
Byington said. “But, when your a director,
you have to worry about ’Is it all coming
together? Are your set designers getting
what you really want? Are the actors happy
in their parts?* Asa director, I feel I’m more
involved."
Laural Harms, also a sophomore theater
major and a veteran of The Rivals, Tartuffe,
and Pippin, agrees with Byington. “There’s
an immense difference because when your
actor on the stage you have to listen to
someone else tell you what to do. As a
director your telling people what to do. You
feel important but at the same time you have
to keep your head together ant} not go orvan
egotrip.”
Harms’ play is “Gallery of Fantasy,” and
it appears to be unique among the other oneacts presented. “It’s about four paintings
and a statue that come to life,” said Harms.
"I don’t want to give too much o f it away.”
All the members o f STAGE are
enthusiastic about their project and they
hope it will be well received. If it is, then
“An Evening of One-Act Plays will pave the
way for future student productions at Grand
Valley.
:
Performances of “An Evening of OneAct Plays” will be at 8 p.m. on February 10,
11, and 18, and at 2 p.m. on February 19 at
the Louis Armstrong Theater. Admission is

2 00.

$ .

C areer Fair O ffers M ore Jobs
Watch for lots of activity in the
Kirkhof Center next Thursday,
February 16, as Grand Valley hosts
representatives of at least 60
employers at the first annual West
Michigan Career Fair. Employers
will be available to speak with
students from 10 a.m. until 1:30
p.m. ** *
■ j&k-* •*&
This event will replace the long
standing Career Day, which was
established 15 years ago. The new
Career Fair is a joint effort of
Aquinas, Hope, Calvin, and Grand
Valley.
Student representatives from
each of the four institutions have
planned the day’s activities and
the student bodies from all four
schools are encouraged to attend.
Another difference this year is
that this Career Fair will focus

specifically on employers from
business and industry. A separate
event is planned for April, which
will target public and human
services. Previously, Career Day
had attempted to address both of
these groups.
“The placement directors from
the four institofions agreetf that
pooling our students would
probably draw more employers,”
explained Tim Seykora, GVSU
Directorof Cooperative Education
and Placement
Seykora is coordinating the
evenL “We were right! The
number of business and industry
representatives has grown
considerably this year over
previous years.”
“This fair provides a great forum
for juniors and seniors to check

Pleasure
Island has full
and part time
positions for students
living in WEST MICHIGAN.
On-campus interviews are being
scheduled.
C O N TA C T

Maureen Hosteter
Student Employment
Seidman House - GVSU
-O R -

Call/write
For Further Information

out opportunities for internships
and permanent employment.
However, we hope attendance
w on’t
be
lim ited
to
upperclassmen,” Seykora added.
“Graduate students seeking
employment or freshman and
sophomores who may ha ve general
career information questions are
encouraged to interact with these
employers.”
A sampling of the participating
companies include Amway, Dial,
Foremost, Herman Miller, IBM,
NBD, and Prince Corporation.
Although it is expected that
business, com puter science,
science and engineering majors
will find companies of interest at
the fair, Seykora wants students in
other majors to know that they are
welcome to participate as well.

W h y a p p l y to
Medi cal s c hool
twi ce?
Did you know that only I in 4
students accepted to U S Medical
schools is a repeat applicant7 That s
w hy it's important to make Sure
your grades and your MCAT scores
measure up ON TH E FIRST TRY
How? The B EST way is profes
sional test preparation at the
Stanley H Kaplan Educational
Center We’ve been giving Intensive
care to MCAT candidates for over
30 years We start with a free
diagnostic test a n d a personalized
computer evaluation of each
student. Then we help you master
all five subtests with live classes,
homestudy notes, strategy clinics
and audio practice labs
Call us now Get It right the
flret time

I KAPLAN

STANKVHUfUN IDUCMTOTUl ClNTHIT0.

Spring Break Breaks
If you get to Florida for Spring
Break, and “things” just don’tseem
to be working out, keep Disney in
mind.
Students vacationing in the sunny
southland will be able to receive
50% O ff admission to both Disney’s
Magic Kingdom and Epcot Center
upon presentation of their student
ID. New rides include “Maelstrom”,
a water ride, and “Big Thunder
Mountain Railroad”, an adventuretheme roller coaster.
Students planning to travel
overseas this summer can benefit
by obtaining the latest edition of the
Student Travel Catalog, a free, 68
page guide to travel, study, and
overseas work for students. The
guide is published by the Council
on International Educational
Exchange.

The 1989 catalog features
inform ation on rail passes,
insurance, gear, tours, and rental
cars, as well as tips on visas,
passports,
and
custom s
requirements.
Recipientsof the catalog will also
receive an application for the
International Student ID, the only
internationally recognized proof of
student status. The card allows
students to take advantage of many
discount packages abroad. Last year
over 1 million students worldwide
used the card.
CIEE is a non-profit organization
founded in 1947, consisting of more
than 200 academic institutions and
exchange organizations.
The 1989catalogisavailable from
CIEE, Dept 16, 205 E. 42nd St.,
New York, NY, 10017. There is a
$ 1charge for postage and handling.

HAVE YOU EVER
CONSIDERED
DONATING PLASMA?
B u t. . . You aren't sure what plasma is used
for or why we pay for your plasma donation.
•PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion
of blood, for the preparation of plasma products for the diagnosis
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, bum and shock
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and
patients.
•All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific
medical criteria required at each donation. .
Plasma donations require ] &1/2 hours o f your time.

MCATREVIEW
Your future Is worth it.

____ THERE'S STILL TIME

PLEASURE ISLAND!

3836
HENRY ST.
' MUSKEGON, Ml 49441
( 616)

798-4326

WE ARE NOW HIRING!

______________

TO PREPARE! COMPACT
COURSES FO RM ING NOW .

2627 East B eltline S.E.
G rand R a p id * M I 4.9506
957-9701

Call or stop in at our Burton Heights location.
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER

241-6335
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Laker Cagers Take 2 out of 4 Over Weekend

Ferris Proves Tough;
Oakland Fluff for Men
By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer

Grand Valley State’s basketball
team had a week of seconds as
they lost to Ferris State, 99-96, and
defeated Oakland University 8678. The contests marked the sec
ond time this season the Lakers
have lost to the Bulldogs and fol
lowed the defeat with a win over
the Pioneers.
Before nearly 2,500 screaming
fans last Thursday, GV came up
just short against a talented Ferris
team. Overcoming early deficits
and poor shooting the Lakers
turned the game into a classic
before succumbing in the end.
Behind the strong play of Marcus
“the Mailman” Kennedy and Jarvis
Walker, Ferris built an early 12
point advantage on two occassions.
Grand Valley stormed back
though, to hold a 44-40 halftime
lead on Terry Smith’s layup at the
buzzer.
The second half began in high
scoring fashion, and when
Kennedy made two free throws at
the 16:18 mark the Bulldogsgaincd
a one-point lead (52-51) that they
would not give up the rest of the
contest.
The Bulldog lead continually
bounced between three and five
points as GV could never regain
control. The one-two duo ol
Kennedy and David Tuck proved
to be tixi much for the Lakers as
they combined lor 47 ol FSU s 59
second half points.
With less then a minute
remaining and Ferns holding a9690 lead, Ed Finch hit a free throw
and a long trey to narrow the lead
to two with 25 seconds left. Alter
Jeff Byrd hit a foul shot lor the
Bulldogs, GV’s Joe Schuilcma
knifed his way inside lor a basket
to make it a one-point game with

nine seconds left.
Kennedy proved to be to cool
though, as he sank two free throws
that the Lakers could not make up
as Schuitema’s three-point attempt
bounced off the rim as the final
buzzer sounded.
Finch led the Valley in scoring
as he pumped in 26 and pulled
down 11 rebounds, Kent Wiersma
ended with 18, while Terry Smith
had 14 and Todd Jenks 11.
Kennedy led the Bulldogs with
a game high 34 points and 11
rebounds, going 10 of 13 from the
field and 14 of 18 from the foul
line. Tuck ended with 26, with all
but two coming in the second half,
and Walker contributed 14 before
fouling out.
The lossdroppedGV to 16-5,63 in the conference, while Ferris
improved to 16-4 and a perfect 90 in GLIAC play.
On Saturday the Lakers rode a
powerful first half performance
enroute to an eight point victory
on the campus of Oakland
University in Rochester.
Trailing 30-26 with eight
minutes remaining in the half, GV
outscorcd the Pioneers 29-7
opening up a commanding 55-37
lead at the intermission.
In the half GV shot a blistering
61% from die field (19-31) while
connecting on 12 of 13 free throws
and five of seven three-point
attempts.
The second half began in die
opposite way, as the Pioneers
ouLscorcdGV 214 in the first7:37
to cut the lead to 59-58.
Finch then took control of die
game. With the Lakers leading
63-58, the co-captain hit two free
throws, a short jumper and a trey
m a span of 37 seconds to hike die
Laker lead to 70-58 with a little
over 10 minutes left.
OU could never recover as they

(above)
Jason
Devine. 34,
and Bill
Patton, 10,
scamper for
a loose ball
in last week's
game here at
the Valley.
(right) Kent
Wiersma, 14,
skies to the
basket with
the help o f a
pick by Terry
Smith, 54.
could not get the lead under six
points the rest of the way. Their
record dropped to 15-7, and 5-5.
Finch led the Lakers with 23
points, his seventh straight 20+
sconng game. Wiersma finished
with 16whileShawnO’Maracame
off the bench to add 10.

Women Stop Oakland
By Tim Padot
Sports Writer

The Grand Valley women’s basketball
team batded through forty minutes of
game time and ten minutes of double
overtime to eventually silence Ferris State
University Thursday,
90-86.
Sophmore Shelli
Nemeth played all
■r
but two minutes of
■
the marathon game
and led all Laker
scorers with a career
high 27 points. All
Fedio gave a strong
performance off the
bench by putting in
15 points and grab
bing 10 rebounds.
The game featured
67 fouls, 85 free
throws, and took two
hours and forty min
utes to play. Ferris
Sherrie Davenport
34, fights for two
points in a 90-86
double overtime win
against Ferris. She
was named GLIAC
Player o f the Week
Photos/ Bob Cooley

saw six of its players foul
out including their starting
five.
On Saturday, Grand
Valley fell three points shy
of a victory over league
leading Oakland University
when they suffered a 65-62
defeat.
It was a topscy-turvey
game which had ten lead
changes. Senior Sherrie
Davenport set a new school
record by going 8-8 from
the floor and she was also a
perfect 7-7 from the line.
She led all leakers with a
career high 23 points.
Carrric Dillon was the lead
ing rcbounder, pulling
down 9 boards.
Sherrie
Davenport
earned Great lakes Con
ference “Player of the
Week” honors as she com
bined for 33 points and 14
rebounds on the week.
The Lakers take a two
game home stand this week
as they will face Michigan
Tech on Thursday and
Northern Michigan on Sat
urday.

i
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Tankers
Split Weekend

Wrestlers suffer late
loss to Ferris State

B y Sarah Stinson

Sports Editor

heaviest wrestlers, the “bookends”,
as Coach Jim Sqott termed them,
were the strength for the Lakers.
Sejptt Marvin at 118 took a
second for the day. Helostonlyto
U of Tennessee- Chattanooga’s
Bobby De Merritt, 3-1 inthefinals.
M ike Golin, the Laker
heavyweight, took third overall,
beating Mike Faulkner from

By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor

The Grand Valley Wrestling
team suffered a bitter 19-12defeat
at the hands of the Ferris Bulldogs
Thursday, but came back with a
fine showing at their Grand Valley
Open on Saturday.
The Lakers won four of their
(jRJC, 4-1.
first five batches against FSU for
Pat Lambrecht at 142
a 12-4 lead.
Dave Strejc continued to stand . Koerber at 190 both took thirds at
the Open.
out for GVSU as defeated his thrid
Mark Cosby at 158 took fourth,
all-american this year. National
and 142 pounder Todd Jones, as
Junior College AH American
weU as B.J. Schroder at 134 took
Reggie Ratliff fell victim to Strejc
fifth for the Lakers.
in a 5-3 victory for the Laker
GVSU will be traveling to MSU
freshman.
this weekend in a tri-meet against
Two of the those GV wins were
the Spartans and Ashland College.
losses against Ferris earlier this
After the meet in East Lansing,
year that they turned around,
including Mark Cosby’s win at
the Lakers will roll into the NCAA
150. He beat Gary Hoops 6-2, a
Division n. Regionals over the
weekend of February 17-18. Last
wrestler that Grand Valley had
never defeated before.
year, seniors Roger Singleton and
Ferris came back in the next few
Mike Curley advanced past the
matches, and the pressure was on
regionals. Singleton was the only
for Laker Jim Priceat 177, with his
wrestler togobeyond the regionals.
team down one point He was
ahead of Bulldog Doug Mooney
with eight seconds left and lost it
in the very end on a questionable
out of bounds call.
This put Grand Valley in a tough
position, and they were unable to
come back against the number one
Bulldogs, in a disappointing loss.
The Lakers came out tough
Saturdayattheirinvitational. They

Michigan and Michigan State.
Grand Valley’s lightest and

T-TOLD V-YOU WE SHOULD HAVF PICKED GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS'

Laker grappler, B J .
Schroder, wraps up his
opponent (above) in his
mathc in the Grand Valley
Open. The 134 pounder
took fifth overall last
Saturday.
(left) Schrodermakes a
strategic move during the
same match.
Photos/ Robert Cooley

Women’s Track Takes
Third at U of W Invite
By Franklene Hodges
Sports Writer

We’re right on the edge of campus.
^

A The alternative you deserve.

LllM
"

GRAND VALLEY
APARTMENTS
PHONE: 895-6351

The Grand Valley swim teams
had a busy weekend, swimming
both Friday night and Saturday,
against Albion College and
Kalamazoo College, respectively.
The event against Albion was the
highlight o f the weekend, as the
Laker men won 122-1/2-110-1/2.
The wom en w ere equally
successful, taking a 118-104
victory.
A high point in the women’s
win was Tracy Tyler’s shattering
ofa three year old GVSU record in
the 400 individual medley. She
took the record by over eight
seconds over the previous mark.
Continuing the trend this year,
the men’s event was full of record
breakers.
Diver Mattlnmanbeatthe record
that he had set himself in the one
meter diving event, with a 243.75
score over the previous 232.05.
The 200 yard medley team,
consisting of John Vandersloot,
Dan Heitzman, Jeff Bailey, and
Dave Scholz broke another three
year old record that evening, with
a 1:44.56 time in their event.
Scholz and B ailey then
continued on in their winning
ways, teaming up with Joe Skrycki
and Mike Golin to set another top
time. This one came in the 200
yard freestyle relay, breaking the
1986 record with a 1:29.96 swim.
Saturday saw a turn for the worse
as the GVSU men and women
both went down to the tough
Kalamazoo teams. The weekend
brought the team records to 6-4 for
the men and 6-3 for the women.

The Lady Runners participated
in a dynamic Tierney Track
Invitational at the University of
W isconsin-M ilw aukce
last
Saturday.
The weather was
extremely cold there, but the
runners wanned up the Field House
with their blazing performance.
The meet consisted of 10 teams
and the twenty-three Lady Lakers
managed to place thLrd o veral 1w ith
a score of 109 1/2 to the first and
second place winners, U of WMilwaukee,155 and U of WParkside, 112.
Mary Fran Peierlin, Krystal
Mack and Franklene Hodges made
a big contribution, diligently
working hard to gain many points
for their team.
Peterlin made great efforts in
both the 60 yard hurdles and. 220
IM hurdles, placing second in each
event. Also, she was a major factor
in winning the mile relay.
Next, Krystal Mack, the supreme
quarter miler, showed all of her
supremacy on Saturday. Mack
placed third in both the 440 yard
and 300 yard races, shattering both
school records. The school record
for the 440 yard dash was 101.79
until the freshman sensation ran a
101.6. The 300 yard dash record
isn’t any longer 38.82, hut now

stands at 38.7. Mack was also a
member of the winning mile relay
team. She said, “I didn’t do my
best in the 440 yard dash, so I
made a goal for myself in the 300
dash, and I did it! I got the records.
This was my first time running this
race.”
Another contributor to the
overall team score was Franklene
Hodges. She participated in four
events in the competition. Hodges
placed fourth in the shot put event,
sixth in the 440 yard dash, fifth in
the 300 yard dash and she lead a 34-5 finish in the 60 yard dash.
The team had a total of another
four records broken in a meet, and
they are probably planning to break
some more in their upcoming
Grand Valley Invitational meet.
The team’s best high jumper,
J ulie Edinger, broke her own record
o f5 ’3 1/2 with herpersonal best of
5 ’4, giving her a second place in
the event.
The last record breaker of the
evening was the magnificent two
mile runner, Sandra Terrell. Terre 11
placed fourth in both the mile and
two mile run. She broke the old
record of 11:48 with her
outstanding time of 11:33.
Many of the girls brought
medals home for first throug h th ird
place finishes and the rest of the
girls gained helpful points for first
through thrid place finishes.
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As Schaefer Sees It...
By Steve Schaefer
Sporta Writer
Well, as promised, I’m back
with my 1989 National League
all star team. This year’s all stars
have some unfamiliar faces.
However, these young stars look
to be capable replacements for
such desposed stars as Mike
Schmidt, Dale Murphy, and Gary
Carter. Also, lode for a good
class of newcomers in the N.L.
this year.
At first base, my favorite
player, Will “the thrill" Clark.
Clark is to the Giants what Kirk
Gibson is to the Dodgers. Clark
is an adept fielder, an impossing
hitter (29 home runs) and a league
leading 109 RBI’S in 1988. His
only challenges are veteran Keith
H ernandez
and
A ndres
Galanaga.
Second base remains in the
steady hands o f Chicago’s Lyne
Sandberg despite hissubpar 1988
.264 batting average. Sandberg
is still the best fielding second
baseman in either league. I see
no challengers to Sandberg until
minor league teamate Ty Griffin
arrives at Wrigley.
Shortstop again goes to slick
fielding Ozzie Smith of S t Louis.
In recent years, Smith has
combined his incredible fielding
with some consistant hitting.
Suppose that’s why he makes
two million dollars a year.

Third base is a tough spot to
fillthisyear. It used to be easy,
just pencil in Mike Schmidt
and you were all s e t This year
I’m taking a chance on Chris
Sabs o f the reds. Not that his
rookie
stats
w ere
overwhelming, with a .271
batting average and 46 stolen
bases, but he has a certain work
ethic, a flair for the game, much
like a young Pete Rose.
Therefore, Sabs gets the nod
for his attitude as well as his
hard play.
Catcher, after many years in
the capable hands of Gary
Carter, and formerly hall of
famer Johnny Bench, is a
tossup. Candidates include
defensive specialist Benits
Santiago of the Padres, Tony
Pena of the Cardinals, and Mike
Scioscia of the Dodgers. My
choice has to go to Mike
Scioscia because of the way he
can control a pitching staff and
block the plate.
Rightfield goes regretfully to
Darryl Strawberry (39 home
runs in 1988). Strawberry is a
great talent but he is lazy and
can be a disruptive player. For
example, his comments last
October about wanting to be a
Dodger in the middle of the
N.L.C.S.
However, sheer
ability brings him to the spot
Centerfield goes to Andy Van
Slyke of Pittsburg (.288 and

100 RBI’s and a glove o f gold).
After a couple of dissapointing
years in St. Louis, Van Slyke
seems to have found his niche in
Pittsburg.
Leftfield goes to underrated
and m ost deserving Mets
outfielder Kevin Mcheynolds.
Mcheynolds is consistant (20+
homers and 90+ RBI’s the last
three years). Mcheynolds also is
a gold glove calibur fielder and
goes about his business quietly
and professionally.
1989’s Rookie Crop includes
third baseman Gregg Jeffries of
the Mets, catcher Sandy Alomar
Jr. of the Padres, pitcher Dave
W estof the Mets, and outfielders
Tom Gregg of Atlanta and
Cameron Drew of Houston; The
news m edia has all but
proclaimed Jeffries (.321 in 29
games) Rookie of the Year before
he has been realistically tested
over a whole season. However,
I must admit he seems the most
logical choice among the 1989
crop.
In future seasons look for
second baseman Ty Griffin if
the Cubs, pitcher Andy Benes of
the P adres, p itch er K ent
Merchner of the Braves and
outfielder Jerome Walton of
Chicago.
Next week I’ll see who’s who
in the National League west for
1989.
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Halstead's
Court
By Mark Halstead
Sports Writer

Tiianks Fans
Last week I begged and pleaded
with the Grand Valley fans to come
out and show support for our
Lakers in their gameagainstFerris
State.
Well, the fans more than
responded to my wishes as the
Field House was rockin’ last
ThursdaynighL Despite the Lakers
coming out on the short end, 9996, in a memorable contest, the
fans more then made theBulldogs
feel uncomfortable.
Everytim e FSU ’s M arcus
Kennedy would step to the free
throw line, chants of “Prop 48”
would be descending down from
the stands. When Bulldog head
coach Tom Ludwig would stand
up, people would begin to yell at
him to sit down.
The Grand Valley student body
showed what college basketball
was all about as they painted their
faces, waved towels, and never sat
in their seats during the final five
minutes of the contest.
Despite the defeat, it was the
most fim I ever had at a G V home
basketball game, and although our
Lakers’ GLIAC title hopes have
probably disappeared, I hope our
fans continue to pack the Held

House and show support.

Finch On a Boll
After beginning the season in a
terrible shooting slump, senior Ed
Finch has regained his touch from
the field. Shooting near 30% for
the first part of the year the co
captain has come back to lead the
Lakers in scoring.
In his last seven games Finch
has been at his best hitting on
nearly 50% of his field goal
attempts, 58% of his three-pointers,
and 82% of his free throws, while
averaging 25.4 points in those
contests.
In a victory over Northwood,
Finch was spectacular hitting 9 of
11 shots and all seven of his trey
attempts. That began a string in
the last three games in which he
has made 15 of 21 three-pointers.
When Finch plays well the
Lakers seem to play well, so if the
Kalamazoo native continues his
fine play a post-season tournament
berth will be awaiting Grand
Valley.

Football coach added
Allendale— Grand Valley State
head football coach Tom Beck
announced the addition of Jeff
Quinn to his coaching staff for the
1989 football season.
Quinn, 26, comes from Ohio
Northern where he served as an
assistant coach and head wrestling
coach for the past three seasons.
Prior to that he worked at DePauw
(IN) for two years on the football
staff.
Quinn played collegiately under
Beck at Elmhurst College (111)
where he was an offensive guard

from 1980-84. He also wrestled at
Elmhurst, where he was named
the school’s “Male Athlete of the
Year” as a junior and senior.
As a resident of Downers Grove,
Illinois, he is a 1980 graduate of
Elmhurst, and a 1986 graduate of
DePauw where he received his
masters degree.
AsafulltimeassistantatGVSU,
he will work with the offensive
line. Quinn is taking the place of
Pat Battastini, who went into
private business.

llAYTONA BEACH
High quality oceanfroni accommodatons tor 7 fun-tilled nights.
Round tnp chartered motor coach transportation.
Free pool deck parlies and optional activities.

q

n

a r t e r d p a f t n , B h t

Food, merchandise, and service discounts.
Optional excursions available.
Full time stall on location.

Lincoln Country Club
Club Room Bar

All taxes, tips, and service charges Included.

(just east of Standale)
f
T

is featuring
o

N

$129
quad

$209
quad

f

Wml speclatrevei^hour -...
♦free popcorn

I OH 01 IAIIS ANO RESERVATIONS

S a m to 5 p m

895-3295
o r c o n flic t :
;i P r o g r a m b o a r d o r
D e lta S ig m a Pi M e m b e r

must be

valid ID •

A R R A N G E M E N T S BY

' ~i NTER C A MP U S P ROGRAMS
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Former Scahawk Returns to Grand Yalle.v

Essink p lays
a new g a m e
By Joe Lowden
Sports Writer

For six NFL seasons, 1980-86,
Ron Essink played offensive tackle
for the Seattle Seahawks.
Before Essink turned pro, hf
wrestled and played four years of
footballatGrand Valley. In Essink’s
senior year, 1979-80, he was an AllAmerican in both sports.
Today, Essink makes his home in
Zeeland and is reliving those col
lege days. Essink is back at Grand
Valley, planning to earn a degree in
criminal justice.
Essink will be back in the Grand
Valley athletic program as well. This
spring Essink will be working with
the football program as an Assistant
Offensive line coach.
It will be quite an adjustment for
Essink, who is used to putting on the
pads every autumn.
Recently Essink talked about
playing his old game, as well as
finfftrinv the <ni<1irnn of a new came.
Q. Why did you come back to
G rand Valley State?
A. My family lives here. I had a
lot of friends in Seattle, but I like it

Gale Research Inc
ASSISTANT EDITORS
Gale Research Inc., a major publisher
of reference books for libraries world
wide, Is seeking candidates for edito
rial positions to do research and writ
ing for our books. Bachelor s degree
In English, Language or Humanities Is
highly preferred; college course work
and Interest In literature of many peri
ods Is required. These are entry level
positions that offer advancement op
portunities. Our benefit package In
cludes flextole working hours; medi
cal, dental, optical and prescription
drug Insurance, tuition assistance;
and paid time off between Christmas
and New Year's. If Interested, please
send resume, college transcript (If
available) along with a typewritten,
nonretumaMe expository writing
sample of a literary nature (no journal
ism articles, poetry or short stories)
with salary requirements to:
Editorial Positions
College Recruiters
S A L E R E S E A R C H . IN C
Penobscot Budding
Detroit. M l 46226

An Equal Opportunity Employer KVF

here. I like to hunt, I like the change
in seasons, and besides this is my
home.
Q. After being a football player
most of your life, how do you think
you’ll do as a coach?
A. I don’t know, I think it’ll be
interesting to see what its like on the
other side of the ball. I’m looking
forward to i t
Q. While you were playing foot
ball here at G rand Valley, did you
ever think you’d be playing in the
NFL?
A. Maybe my senior year, be
cause then scouts started coming.
Q. W hat NFL team did you want
to play for?
A. Seattle. They sent me infor
mation on their team, and I saw they
needed a tackle. I was drafted in the
tenth round.
Q. W hat is the biggest differ
ence between professional and
college football?
A. I think its the same as if you’re
coming from a high school program,
to a college program. The athletes
are much better all-around.
Q. W hat were some of your goals
in the NFL and did you accom
plish them?
A. I didn’t really reach my goals.
I wanted to go to the Pro Bowl, and
the Super Bowl.
Q. Seattle was in the playoffs in
two of the six seasons you played
with them. W hat was it like com- Ron Essink brings six seasons o f pro football esperience with him to Grand Valley.
peting in post-season play?
A. It s like a rebirth- your energy
is up again. This (the playoffs) is a
chance to go to the Super Bowl. The
mtensity is up. It is a feeling you
can tputyour ingeron.
Q. W hat is the toughest team
you remem ber playing?
A. Every year the toughest hitting
team was the Raiders. Kansas City
was usually under .500, but they
always played you tough.
Q. In your six seasons with
Seattle, what is your most memo
rable game?
A. Probably the year we beat
Miami, in Miami during the playoff
game.
Q. W hat player or coach did
you enjoy playing with the most?
A. I enjoyed all of the offensive
linemen. Offensive linemen are
probably the closest knit group on
the team.
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q . W hat do you think of B rian
BOSWorth?
a . As a person I think he’s a jerk.
As abusinessman he’s doinga good
j 0^ He’s selling himself because he
knows his time (in the NFL) is short.
Q. Who was the toughest defen
sive opponent you had to block?
A. I thought there were a lot of
guys who rung my bell, but Mike
Singletary was pretty tough. The
toughest guy, play by play, was Lyle
Alzado.
Q. Who is your favorite NFL
team? It isn’t the Detroit Lions is
it?
A. No, it never was. When I was
in college I liked the Dallas Cow
boys, but I also like the Cleveland
Browns.
Q. Why did you retire from the
NFL?
~
A. Because of injuries. I had to

have two more surgeries if I wanted
to keep playing. That was enough.
Some former players, who are 40 or
50 years old now, are really paying
altogether for their injuries.
Q. Is there a chance you would
come back and play football
again?
A. No, never. It comes in your
mind. You remember how it (play
ing football) was, but the body says,
“no.”
Q. W hat are your future plans?
A. I want to get my degree, and I
want to try some things. It’s been
nine years since I’ve been in the
work system. Now 1 have to get
back into the realm of things.
Q. What is the biggest differ
ence in G rand Valley State now
and when you left?
A. Nothing. The only thing that
has changed is the landscape.
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Q. W hat about the students?
A. No, the students haven’t
changed either. There arc still students partying, and students struggling to get good grades.
Q. W hat would be some advice
you could givean athleteat G rand
Valley, on making the pros?
A. If somebody wanted advice
from me it would probably be,
“You’d better be in shape, and you
better be mentally prepared.”
Q. You were the NAIA national
champion in wrestling in your
senior year at G rand Valley. With
your wrestling skills, and your
size, 6’7", 250 pounds, did you
ever consider professional wres
tling?
A. No, not one lick. People have
asked me about that, and I said no
because it makes a mockery out of
wrestling.
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Hoop

For the second week in a row 11
Buzz—wrong answer!
Try
of the top 20 teams lost this week.
again. Loyola-Marymountgave up
It seems like everyone is trying to
150 points to U.S. International
avoid a loss instead of gaining a
and still won by 31.1heard Loyola
win this season.
coach Paul Westphal say that the
The fourth through seventh spots
type of game the Lions play is the
were safe this week and look like
wave of the future, the way
they’re on their way up the ladder.
basketball should be played. First
of all, who is U.S. International
The nine teams that avoided the
Angel of L were: Arizona,
and secondly, playing no defense
is a terrible wave for the fututre.
Missouri, G ’Town, Louisville,
Loyola guards no one— I could
Iowa, Michigan, Syracuse, West
score 20 plus against them.
Virginia, and Stanford.
Speaking of Loyola, how about
Strongest team of the week
that Mike Singletary look alike
honors go to Iowa, who managed
to grab three wins dver Big-Ten ' they have called Hank Gathers?
He is leading the nation in both
opponents Indiana, North western,
rebounds and scoring. In the game
and Illinois.
Weak and tender teams this week
against U.S. InL he scored41 points
were North Carolina State (L
and grabbed 29 rebounds. The last
guy to lead the NCAA in both
Virginia 91-71 and L De Paul 81categories? Seattle Supersonic
74) and Illinois (L Purdue 76-72
Xavier McDaniel did it back in his
and L Iowa 86-82). Granted that
Witchita State days.
all four losses were on the road,
Freshman sensation Chris
but you have to win the road games
“Crystal” Jackson of LSU is still
if you want to contend.
second in the nation in scoring.
“Don’t worry coach, if we score
Depending on how well LSU does
150 points there is no way we’ll
as a team, Jackson could be
lose.”

Hysteria
“Freshman of the year”, but my
heart belongs in Hoya blue with
Alonzo Mourning, the Bohemian
of blocks.
Lets take a look at the only two
losses country club. Membership
is down to only five teams being:
Arizona, G’Town, Florida State,
West Virginia, and Ball State. The
Mountaineers and Ball State will
probably be the last to leave
because of their weak schedule.
Missouri became the first team to
reach twenty wins when they
defeated Kansas State 73-68 on
- Saturday.
Streaky Syracuse won its first
13 games in a row, lost 3 of its next
4, and is now on a 5 game win
binge facing Seton Hall February
6. Why are they so streaky? Why
are they not number one when
they have the best starting five in
the country? Come on, Coleman,
Douglas, Roe, Owens, and
Thompson? They have a great
coach in Jim Boeheim. The reasons
are both simple and complex.
They lead the nation in field

goal percentage (not surprising
being the quintessential alley-oop
team) but they are last in free throw
percentage in the Big E ast When
it comes down to crunch time,
teams foul them intentionally and
they can’t make the gimme’ from
the candy stripe.
Also, the
Orangemen are very susceptible
to turnovers even though they have
a great ball handler in the general
Sherman Douglas. Syracuse is very
confusing and often sets a double
standard.
A lot of basketball heads are
telling me to get off Bill Frieder.
Oh, bpt you’re wrong, it’s just the
time to start putting him to the test
to win the big ones on the road that
are coming up within the next two
weeks. He has sooo much talent
and nobody wants to play hard
with team unity (e.g. Terry Mills).
I never thought of the writers
who vote on the polls so I thought
it would be fun to put myself in
their shoes fora week. Here are the
results:

F or Sale
CANON
A -l
35
mm
C am era - Vivitar flash, 4 filters,
5 lenses: 35-70 m m ,135 mm,
80-200 zoom, 2X telxtender 2nd
3x telecon vetter. $600 - A great
deal. Call 895-4635 after
6 p.m.
20-1 tp
FO R SALE: Beautiful emerald
green formal dress. Very classy
and expensive.
S trapless,
T-length, made of lamay material.
One year old, perfect condition.
Asking $75 or best offer. Call
784-2435 after 6 p.m.
18-tfnc

Meetings

started a nursery,
constructed a well.
surveyed a national park,
taught school,
coached track,
learned French.

I WASINTHE
PEACECORPS
P e a c e C o rp s re p re s e n ta tiv e s w ill be h o ld in g an in fo rm a tio n ta b le
F e b 15 fro m 9 am until 5 pm , K irk h o f C e n te r - lo b b y
S e e th e N E W P e a ce C o rp s m o vie "L e t It B e g in H ere"
F eb 15 at N O O N & 7 pm , K irk h o f C e n te r
1 -8 00-5 33-3 231

Come meet GVSU’s Public
Relations Student Society
of America. Our next meeting
is Mon., Feb. 13 at 6:30 p.m.
KC/Cabin D.
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Top 20
1. Missouri
2. Georgetown
3. Arizona
4. Louisville
5. Oklahoma
6. Seton Hall
f t 7.
v '. . /

'

wmmm

higan

16. West Virginia
17. Stanford
18. Providence
19. UNLV
20. Ohio St.
Honorable Mention:
Georgia T ech., St.
Mary’s, & Memphis St y 1

Travel
SPRING
BREAK
NASSAU/PARADISE
ISLAND F R O M
$ 2 9 9 .0 0
Pkg. includes: roundtrip air,
transfers, 7 nights hotel, beach
parties, free lunch, cruise, free
admission to nightclubs, taxes and
more ! ! ! Organize small group,
earn free trip! 1-800-231-0113
or (203)967-3330.
17-5tc

W anted
W R IT E R S AND A R TISTS
for The Lanthorn. M ust be
energetic, and able to meet
deadlines.
Prior experience
preferred, but not necessary. For
more info or to apply, stop into
The Lanthorn office, lowef..level
Kirkhof Center, 895*3120 or
895-3608.
tfnc

Services

E X PE R IE N C E T H E "W orlds
First National Park" high in the
R ocky M o u n tain s.
G ain
R E SE A R C H P A P E R S .
15,278 AVAILABLE! Catalog experience in the hospitality
$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, industry while earning above
S easonal
#206 XT, Los Angeles 90025, m inim um rates.
Toll Free (800) 351-0222. Ext. employment opportunities, May
33. VISA/MC OR COD.
tfnc through October. For application
write: TW Recreational Services,
T Y P I N G - Fast, accurate, E m p loym ent O ffice 5034,
professional. Will type reports, Yellowstone National Park, WY
term papers, resumes, etc. Cail 82190 or call 3 0 7 -3 4 4 - 7 9 0 1
4 5 6 -6 8 5 1 or 538-5267 after ext. 5323 or 4 0 6 - 8 4 8 - 7 4 8 1 .
19 - 2 tp
5:30 p.m.
18-5tp AA/EOE

TYPING- Term papers, resumes,
etc. Reasonable rates. Call Word
Processing Services of Jenison at
457-1903 today!
_______ 2Q-4tp
N EED P A P E R S T Y P E D ?
Call Mike's Print Shop. Located
on campus! Overnight service
possible. Wc type papers fast and
at a price a college student can
AFFORD! Call 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
8 9 5 - 7 3 1 2.
19-4tp

C L A S S IF IE D ADS w a n ted
for The Lanthorn. $3.00 for first
15 words. 15g for each additional
word. $ 1.00 for border. All ads
must be prepaid. The Lanthorn
office is in the lower level of
Kirkhof Center. Send ads to The
Lanthorn, Grand Valley State
University, Allendale, MI 49401.
Deadline is six days prior to
publication (Thursday at 5pm).
For our 10 words for $1 GVSU
student rate show your I.D. at the
Lanthorn office.

R p ylyn Slappy Valentine's D ay
Rpomiel

2 n d flo o r Copeland girls
a n d L isa;
Love ya Cots,
Steph

Lovtya,
Laura

Thrashest,
flo w worv.

Chris,
Slappy one year! I love
you, honey!
‘Tracey

‘P oppy,
Slave a happy V -D a yI'm sorry ■IproBaBly
w o n t Be around to Be
w ith you, But hang in
there. I'm w orth the
w a it!
!E.C.

T h eR fd D a y has come
around once more.
Love,
Sally

R risttn - 1 thinkjyou're
the cam els hump!
L ove ya,
\Bootana'

Love,

Me

Connie,
you're a g n a t friend!
R$ep up the tremendous
ivo rk jn track,
Love ya!
Julie •
A m y & S co tt ■
Slappy Valentine's Day!

Tiggs,
Valentine's number tw o,
I'm.g la d i t s w ith you.

L o ts o f Love,

T a4

RO W .

D arling M oney,
I once h ad an om let too.
Love,
fo ssa

School o f
Communications:
Slappy Valentine's D ay to
the sw eetest department
on campus.

'Jli, I needaB aB yll'

Becky, Sherri, Jenni,
Slappy Valentine's Day!

M andt ,
In hopes to g e t to know
you Better.
A n adoring fa n

Love you,
R im

Princess Stephanie,
/ can't w a it u n til M ay 2 7.

Joy

fo rever young,
Top Tart
Shalyn,
Slappy Valentine's D ay. I
love you.
B ill
SQ.tty, R ristin, Rprla
Sloppy Valentine's Day,
M uppets!
Love,
Cheri

Trie Lynch •
y o u cute little sw eetheart
o f a d e v il you!

RpBert Bell,
Sley Valentine! groove
me...BaBy...Tonightl
Joy

Tammy Johnson,
D on't do anything I
wouldn't do (short list).
Joy

M ary,
y o u ’re the Best roomie
anyone could have.
Love ya,
Julie

fe d ,
Times are rough. Don't
fo rg et I love you. _

D uck
you're a very special
person an d I love you!
T.B

SQirt & Dazrn,
"Even though w ere miles
apart, you're Both s till
my tw o Bestfriends!!
Love ya,
Lisa

E d Vance,
W ify o ttB e my Valentine
fo r ju s t one night,
alone!?!
Love,
B .M

M IS f]oraj
creations

M andy,
Thanks fo rfin d in g me.

RpB
Boris,
Slere s your long aw aited
message. I f you read this
• surprise me - w rite to
me, otherwise you may
never see your name in
this paper again!
E.C.

To Jonathon,
'you're a ll I need, make
you only mine, I love
you .'
Love,
Lora
Teddy B.
Slappy Valentine's Day,
Sw eetie! I love you.

•R ic k

D ear S ir I'm crazy f o r you.
‘Wanna D ash?
Love,
M am
‘B ill
Slappy Valentine's D ay to
the Best Valentine anyone
could have. I love you.
Love A lw a ys & forever,
Shalyn
To my sisters o f D elta
Z eta:
Slave the B est o f Times
on the flR J T D e e Z>ee
V alentine's D ay!
Love,
fy f

To the CfumBer One
Boyne C ity fam ily:
Slappy Valentine's D ay
everyone!
■Love,
Laura
(This w as even cheaper
than last year's t.p. cards.)

M ichelle,
I love you.
Tom

Mappy VaUniint's Day!
*Tfu LantSom

BM R
Slappy Valentine's DayI
XOXQXO

Tours only,
A ngel

Valentine’s
* * Day * *

Floral C en terp iece and D in n er
for 2 at the Y e llo w ja c k e t Inn

Only

895-50001 Sweetheart Special

$34.22

Allendale Center Plaza

* Grand Valley’s Home Town Florist *
FREE
DELIVERY
T O G V S U on
all paid orders
Feb. 10-15

t

O N E D ozen

Traditional

Jelly B eans

R oses $59.99

R ed and W hite

+

sin gle $4.99

C enterpiece

B allons—

very high
$ 9 .2

quality
i

I
I
I

10 Daffodils +
Mini-mylan
Valentine Ballon

j

$3?

I

Cash-n-Canry

•

Sandy,
I g e t w eafilooking in your
eyes.
Love,

'iR

LaVonne,
Sion, you're the Best an d
I'm g la d w e 'refriends.
Rjcole

D .J.

*9

Amy

*

Tina,
/ love you now and
forever.
____________

I jOVi ,

C h erylThankyou fo r g ivin g me
hope again.
Love,
Chris

Blooming Plants
$3.99 - $17.99
-We carry a veryj large selection

